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THE FUTURE IS A CHOICE











People. The most powerful 
solution to climate change 
that exists.



TRANSFORMATION



COLLABORATION





Technical problems: Those that can 
be diagnosed and solved by 
applying or improving established 
knowledge, know-how and 
expertise. 

Adaptive problems: Draw attention 
to beliefs, values, worldviews (both 
individual and shared). 

Cambridge University Press (2015)



Addressing an adaptive challenge as if it were only 
a technical problem will lead to failure.



Adaptive challenges are personal

Involve questioning our individual and 
shared beliefs about the way the world
works, about how we relate to each other
and influence the future. This includes
challenging dominant paradigms.



Adaptive challenges are political

They involve challenging «the given» --
questioning who decides and whose values
count. They call for  launching alternatives that
contribute not only to green or low-carbon
transitions, but to wider and deeper social
transformations. 



Engaging with Three Spheres of Transformation 

(Based on O’Brien and Sygna, 2013; Sharma 2009)









Why do we resist adaptive challenges?

Source: Heifetz and Laurie, 1998





16 personer skulle endre reisevane i mer 
miljøvennlig retning i 30 dager.  
Mobilitetsendring med folk i fokus. Reisen 
startet 11. april og ble avslutt 10. mai. 

Dette var cHverdagen i Nedre Glomma





Lesson 1:  Choice makes a difference



Lesson 2:  Experiments generate curiosity



Lesson 3:  Social norms are powerful



Lesson 4:  Supportive structures are important



Lesson 5: Change is not about perfection



Lesson 6:  Reflection is key!



Lesson 7:  We influence others!

http://thinkingaloud.aberdeen-asset.com/en/thinkingaloudglobal/the-bigger-picture/when-smooth-waters-cause-ripples



COLLABORATION: CLASSICAL OR QUANTUM?

http://news.mit.edu/2015/thousands-atoms-entangled-single-photon-0325

This image illustrates the entanglement of a large number of atoms. The atoms, 
shown in purple, are shown mutually entangled with one another.

http://news.mit.edu/2015/thousands-atoms-entangled-single-photon-0325

Collaborative power: “the power of 
many to do together what no one can 
do alone.”  (Slaughter  2011) 



Christakis and Fowler (2011) Connected: The Amazing Power of 
Social Networks and How They Shape Our Lives. HarperCollins.

Xie J et al (2011) Social consensus through the influence of 
committed minorities. Physical Review E 84: 011130-38.

SMALL CHANGES CAN MAKE A BIG DIFFERENCE!
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